Swan Series | Kyoko Ariyoshi. Swan: Volume 2 (Swan (Graphic Novels)). CMX have done an excellent job of printing and presenting this volume of the famous ballet manga, the first of 21. Their translation's not bad, either. However, I do wish someone had thought to follow Del Rey's lead and provide a short explanatory introduction, otherwise "Swan's" primary audience (mainly girls from 10/11 up) are likely stumble on a few puzzling elements. Many of these arise from the fact that this title Read Full Review. Swan, Volume 1 book. Read 22 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. One of the most famous shoujo manga books ever published, SWAN is Ar...Â Swan is definitely a series I want to continue. It was satisfying to see Masumi change through hard work while maintaining her cheerfulness and humility. There's no romance in this volume, but it's a charming tale nonetheless. ...more. flag 1 like Â· Like Â· see review. Sep 06, 2009 Starbubbles rated it really liked it. All Books by Teal Swan - International Bestselling Author Hunger Of The Pine: The first novel by international best-selling author and spiritual teacher Teal Swan, Hunger of the Pine is a compelling exploration of one young woman's struggle with homelessness. Aria Abbott has never had a home. Drifting through the foste. Teal Swan All Books by Teal Swan. Online Meditation Healing Books Teal Swan Book Challenge Reading Challenge Thing 1 Spiritual Teachers Spiritual Development First Novel.Â Teal's Guided Meditation Bundle - Volume 1. Teal's Guided Meditation Bundle - Volume 1 - Teal Swan Shop. Teal Swan Meditations. Breathing Meditation Guided Meditation Teal Swan Self Discovery Heart Beat Cords Spectrum Album Zip. Teal's Guided Meditation Bundle - Volume 2.